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Editor’s Letter

Short-term price actions are based largely on sentiment and less on long-term value. Therefore, in a bear market,
every negative news acts as a catalyst for more selling. Bitcoin and several altcoins fell on the news that Weibo
has blocked accounts of “Key Opinion Leaders” which many believe is a sign of increased crackdown on cryptocurrencies by China.
United States Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said in an interview with Bloomberg that inflation and interest rates
have been too low for a decade. Hence, if they moved up after the recent $4 trillion package announced by
President Joe Biden, then “that’s not a bad thing — that’s a good thing.”

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE
ROOCOIN – THE DONATION ECOSYSTEM BASED ON CRYPTOCURRENCY!,
STARTER – DECENTRALIZED FUNDRAISING, MULTICHAIN ECOSYSTEM,
&
GAUGECASH – THE WORLD’S FIRST DECENTRALIZED MONETARY SYSTEM
Bitcoin turned down from the 20-day exponential moving average (EMA) on June 4, suggesting the bears are
aggressively defending this resistance. The downsloping moving averages and the relative strength index (RSI)
near the oversold territory indicate the bears are in control.
The BTC/GBP pair has broken below the critical support at £23,620 today. This opens the door for a drop to the
£21,000 to £20,000 support zone. The bulls are likely to defend this zone aggressively. The buyers will have to
push and sustain the price above the 20-day EMA to indicate a possible change in trend. Until then, every rally is
likely to be met with strong selling pressure from the bears.
Aggressive traders may buy 40% of the desired allocation if the price bounces off £21,000. This trade should not be
attempted on the way down but only on a rebound. This is a risky counter-trend trade, hence, traders may keep a
close stop-loss to protect their positions because if the £20,000 level cracks, the decline could extend to £15,000.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the
cryptocurrency world.

Karnav Shah

Enjoy the issue!

Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- Asia Broadband

What are you waiting for?

- Gaugecash

Subscribe now!

- RooCoin
- Starter
- Somee
- iZOBi
- Ledger
Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
ROOCOIN – THE DONATION ECOSYSTEM BASED ON
CRYPTOCURRENCY!
STARTER – DECENTRALIZED FUNDRAISING, MULTICHAIN ECOSYSTEM
GAUGECASH – THE WORLD’S FIRST DECENTRALIZED
MONETARY SYSTEM

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, welcome to this week’s 185th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global crypto
market cap is $1.50 Trillion, down $148 billion since the last week. The total crypto market trading
volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 37.86 % to $112.87 Billion.
The DeFi volume is $8.76 Billion, 7.76% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume. The
volume of all stable coins is $90.87 Billion, 80.51% of the total crypto market’s 24-hour trading
volume.
Bitcoin’s price has decreased 14.42% from $38,500 last
week to around $32,950 and Ether’s price has dropped
3.65% from $2,600 last week to $2,505.
Bitcoin's market cap is $611 Billion and the altcoin market cap is $869 Billion.
Short-term price actions are based largely on sentiment
and less on long-term value. Therefore, in a bear market,
every negative news acts as a catalyst for more selling.
Bitcoin and several altcoins fell on the news that Weibo
has blocked accounts of “Key Opinion Leaders” which
many believe is a sign of increased crackdown on cryptocurrencies by China.
United States Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said in an
interview with Bloomberg that inflation and interest rates have
been too low for a decade. Hence, if they moved up after the
recent $4 trillion package announced by President Joe Biden,
then “that’s not a bad thing — that’s a good thing.”
Rising interest rates could be negative for stocks and
even for risky assets such as Bitcoin. However, billionaire investor Mike Novogratz believes the long-term
story of cryptocurrencies remains intact. In an interview
with Yahoo Finance, Novogratz said the total crypto
market capitalisation of about a trillion and a half dollars
was only “30 basis points of total global wealth” and he
anticipates this to increase to 2% to 3% in the future.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

41.06%

Ethereum

19.38%

Tether

4.16%

Binance Coin

3.55%

Cardano

3.25%

Dogecoin

2.81%

XRP

2.64%

USD Coin

1.54%

Polkadot

1.34%

Uniswap

0.90%

Others

19.38%

Business intelligence firm MicroStrategy views the current dip as a buying opportunity. The company plans to offer $400 million senior secured notes to raise funds to buy more Bitcoin.
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TOP 10 COINS
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Bitcoin turned down from the 20-day exponential moving average (EMA) on June 4, suggesting the
bears are aggressively defending this resistance. The downsloping moving averages and the relative strength index (RSI) near the oversold territory indicate the bears are in control.
The BTC/GBP pair has broken below the critical support at £23,620 today. This opens the door for a
drop to the £21,000 to £20,000 support zone. The bulls are likely to defend this zone aggressively.
The buyers will have to push and sustain the price above the 20-day EMA to indicate a possible
change in trend. Until then, every rally is likely to be met with strong selling pressure from the bears.
Aggressive traders may buy 40% of the desired allocation if the price bounces off £21,000. This
trade should not be attempted on the way down but only on a rebound.
This is a risky counter-trend trade, hence, traders may keep a close stop-loss to protect their positions because if the £20,000 level cracks, the decline could extend to £15,000.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

We had recommended traders to buy on a breakout and close above the 50-day simple moving
average (SMA) but the trade did not trigger. Ether turned down from just below the 50-day SMA on
June 4.
The bulls again tried to push the price above the 20-day EMA on June 5 and 7 but the long wick on
the day’s candlestick suggests selling at higher levels. The bears will now try to sink the price below
the support line of the triangle.
If they succeed, the ETH/GBP pair could drop to £1,474.60 and then to the May 23 low of £1,216.19.
Conversely, if the price rebounds off the support line of the triangle, it will suggest accumulation on
dips.
A breakout and close above the triangle will suggest the downtrend could be over. Therefore, traders may buy on a breakout and close above the resistance line of the triangle.
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

XRP turned down from the 20-day EMA on June 4, suggesting the sentiment remains negative and
traders are selling on rallies to this resistance.
The XRP/GBP pair could drop to £0.53566, which is likely to act as a strong support. However, a
break below this level could clear the path for a further fall to £0.46167 and then to the support line
of the descending channel.
The downsloping moving averages and the RSI in the negative territory indicate the bears are in
command.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price rebounds off £0.53566, the bulls will again try to push the
pair above the 20-day EMA. If they succeed, the pair could rise to £0.77421.
We do not find any reliable buy setup at the current level, hence, we suggest traders remain on
the sidelines. We will wait for the price to break and sustain above the 20-day EMA for three days
before turning positive.
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano broke above the downtrend line on June 3, triggering the buy recommendation given in
the previous analysis. However, we had also warned to close positions if the price failed to rise
higher after breaking above the downtrend line as that could be a bull trap.
That is what happened on June 4 as the price plunged back below the downtrend line. Traders who
followed our advice would have closed their position with a nominal loss. In trading, it is important
to keep the losses small when the market does not behave according to our expectations.
The ADA/GBP pair has broken below the moving averages and dropped to the critical support at
£1.07197. If this support cracks, the decline could extend to £0.90 and then to £0.71001.
Conversely, if the price rebounds off the current level, the pair could remain range-bound between
£1.07197 and £1.33 for a few days. We will wait for clarity to emerge before suggesting fresh positions.
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

Binance Coin rose above £282 on June 2, triggering our buy suggested in the previous analysis.
However, the up-move stalled at £305.44 on June 3 and the price turned down.
Traders who kept a close stop-loss could have gotten out of the trade at breakeven or with a minor
loss.
The price turned down from the 20-day EMA on June 7 and the BNB/GBP pair could now drop to
the next support at £200. If this support also cracks, the decline could extend to the critical support
zone at £160 to £150.74.
The 20-day EMA has turned down once again and the RSI has dipped below 42, indicating the bears
are on top. This negative view will invalidate if the price turns up and breaks above £305.44.
We will wait for the formation of a higher bottom before recommending a fresh trade in it.
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PRESS RELEASE
AABBG: THE 100% GOLD-BACKED
TOKEN FROM A US MINING COMPANY

Asia Broadband Inc. (OTC: AABB) is pleased to announce its recent alliance with Platinum Crypto
Academy and Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine to share news of their recent crypto-related products.
AABB is US-based resource company focused on the production, supply, and sale of precious and
base metals primarily to the Asian markets. In March 2021, the company recently launched their
gold-backed crypto, the AABB Gold token, along with their AABB Wallet.
In September 2021, the company is expecting to launch their proprietary crypto exchange, which
will allow AABB Wallet users to quickly exchange their AABB Gold tokens for major cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin.

BENEFITS OF GOLD-BACKED CRYPTO:
Gold has spent thousands of years as a reliable store of value, such that central banks and governments around the world own gold as a reserve asset. Up until the 1970s, even the US dollar was
backed by gold. This haven asset has been stored, mined, and traded as a scarce commodity.
In the spirit of merging gold stability with crypto innovation, AABB has created the hybrid cryptocurrency AABB Gold (AABBG), backed by 100% physical gold.
Cryptonaire Weekly | June 8th 2021
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What Makes Asia Broadband (AABB) Gold Tokens Unique?
– Maximum supply of only 5.4 million tokens
– Backed by $30 million worth of physical gold
– Each token is backed by 0.1 grams of gold
– Within the first 2 weeks of launch, over $1 million tokens were successfully sold
– Can be purchased by downloading the AABB Wallet in both iOS and Android app stores
“AABB is working diligently to achieve an all-time high in sales this year in 2021. As the company’s
gold mining operations move forward rapidly and the AABBG proprietary cryptocurrency exchange
launch occurs in the coming months, revenues and gross profits are expected to be strong in 2021
and surpass our previous year’s achievement,” states Chris Torres, CEO of Asia Broadband, Inc.

“Our partnership with Platinum Crypto Academy will enable us to expand the reach of our AABBG
token and AABB Wallet. We’re excited about leveraging Platinum Crypto Academy’s crypto community and knowledge to educate users on our leading gold-backed crypto products,” continues Chris
Torres.
Unlike most gold-backed token projects, Asia Broadband, Inc. brings a wealth of experience about
the precious metal industry to the table. Involvement in the production process, beginning with mining, provides a unique network that spans from the acquisition of gold projects in Mexico to extensive
client sales networks in Asia.
Karnav Shah CEO of Platinum Crypto academy is well versed in various asset classes and is very
excited to provide exposure for a company like Asia Broadband Inc which is based in Las Vegas,
United States. AABB’s primary goal for the token is to become a worldwide standard of exchange
that is secured and trusted backed 100% by physical gold held by the Company. The public resource
company is focused on the production, supply, and sale of precious and base metals to primarily
Asian markets. The Platinum Marketing and Promotion division look forward to working with Asia
Broadband, Inc. on maximizing their exposure of their AABB Gold token & AABB Wallet to the crypto
community.” We say look forward to the upcoming edition of Cryptoniare weekly to find out more
about AABBG tokens.
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IZOBI – A MARKETPLACE CONNECTING
SERVICE PROVIDERS WITH HOMEOWNERS

iZOBi, an innovative marketplace that connects freelance service providers, homeowners and other
users, recently appointed Platinum Crypto Academy and Cryptonaire Weekly to further its platform
and mission.
With this appointment, Platinum Crypto Academy will provide all the crypto users with recent
updates and information about the iZOBi platform.
Commenting on their appointment, a spokesperson at Platinum stated, “Platinum Crypto Academy
has been at the forefront of driving the growth and adoption of cryptocurrencies. Our partnership
with iZOBi will enable us to expand the platform’s reach. With more than 40 years of experience
behind us, we are committed to supporting crypto-oriented platforms and providing crypto users
with recent updates and educational resources about the leading crypto platforms.”
Platinum Crypto Academy CEO Karnav Shah expressed, “It’s exciting to to provide exposure for
a company like iZOBi which is creating and evolving a blockchain-powered ecosystem for home
service on demand platforms. The ecosystem will enable end users to hire and engage service
providers in a seamless, safe, secure manner with minimal transaction costs.. The Platinum Crypto
Academy looks forward to working with iZOBi on providing maximum exposure to the crypto community.”
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The iZOBi platform functions as a distinct marketplace that connects freelance service-providing
companies and ad-hoc domestic service providers with homeowners. The iZOBi application supports
more than 10 different services, including garden, house cleaning, electricity, maintenance, elderly
care, moving help, nanny, home psychologist and dog walking.
Sharing details regarding the appointment, an iZOBi spokesperson stated, “The online on-demand
services industry is likely to go up from 2017 at a CAGR of 49.1%in 2021. Our partnership with Platinum
Crypto Academy will help us expand the reach of the iZOBi platform and application that caters to
the on-demand service users. Platinum will assist us in creating more awareness and updates about
our platform that connects service providers with homeowners.”
The entire iZOBi ecosystem runs with support from the iZOBi token. After users enter the iZOBi platform, they can manage everything. Users with a smartphone and internet can participate in the iZOBi
marketplace. After checking the boxes of the services required, they can book a handyman/service
provider for their job. Homeowners can make payments for the service availed through credit or debit
card. They also have the option to pay through the iZOBi tokens. Customers can access the services
24x7,as required. They are just required to enter their location details where the services are needed.
At its core, iZOBi ecosystem offers the iZOBi digital token, which serves in three different ways.
Firstly, the token provides a login method, unlocking the platform for users. Secondly, it is used for
making payments for the services demanded. Thirdly, it covers the transactional risks of the freelancers until the time the trade is carried out, thus obviating intermediaries. Each of these functions is
carried out automatically, given the smart contract system embedded within iZOBi’s protocol.
Users accessing the iZOBi application will get the option to choose from two prices, and get of
services via their preferred service provider. Freelancers, on the other hand, will be given a bonus
amount in terms of tokens after the task has been completed.
iZOBi will be issuing BEP-20 (Binance Smart Chain) tokens and will supply around 5Bn tokens. Out
of this, 2.4Bn will be provided for public sale. The platform will accept ETH, BNB, BTC, and EUR for
payments.
Platinum Crypto Academy CEO Karnav Shah expressed, “It’s exciting to to provide exposure for a
company like iZOBi which is creating and evolving a blockchain-powered ecosystem for home service on demand platforms. The ecosystem will enable end users to hire and engage service providers in a seamless, safe, secure manner with minimal transaction costs.. The Platinum Crypto Academy
looks forward to working with iZOBi on providing maximum exposure to the crypto community.
For more details about the iZOBi platform, visit https://izobi.io/
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Ethereum and XRP Looking More Attractive as Investors Rush to Exit Bitcoin
Funds

Investors redeemed a net $141 million during the seven days through June 4, the highest
weekly total on record, according to CoinShares.
Bitcoin-focused investment funds suffered record redemptions by investors last week after May’s
price drop soured sentiment on the largest cryptocurrency by market value.
Investors redeemed a net $141 million from bitcoin (BTC, -8.78%) funds during the seven days through
June 4, the highest weekly total on record, according to the report from CoinShares, a digital-asset
manager. The amount represents about 8.3% of net inflows recorded earlier in the year.
In May, most digital asset funds experienced net outflows when the bitcoin price suffered a near 30%
correction.
Investor sentiment has remained broadly negative, although there could be signs the worst is over as
investors diversify within the crypto space, according to the CoinShares report.
Read more...
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Crypto markets tumble after miners unload 5,000 BTC in one week

With Bitcoin’s price consistently trending below its 200-day moving averages and heavy selling
identified among miners, some analysts are bracing for further bearish momentum.
The crypto markets are against dropping, with Bitcoin crashing below $33,000 for the first time
since May 23 as Ethereum similarly broke below support at $2,500.
The downward momentum comes as bearish indicators continue to stack up for Bitcoin, with popular analyst William Clemente III identifying that miners sold more than 5,000 BTC over the past week
— worth roughly $164 million at current prices.
Crypto author Timothy Peterson also highlighted that BTC’s price has remained below its 200-day
simple moving average (SMA) for 17 days consecutively.
”This metric has *always* marked the end of a bull run and the start of a bear market,” he asserted.
Although the markets appear to be posting a small intra-day bounce — with BTC currently hovering
near $33,000 after dropping to $32,400 and ETH currently changing hands for $2,500 after bouncing off a local low of roughly $2,430 — both markets have crashed approximately 15% since posting
respective local highs of $39,600 and $2,900 on June 3.
Read more...
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Michael Saylor Launches MacroStrategy Subsidiary to Hold Bitcoin, Raising
$400M Debt to Buy More BTC

Michael Saylor’s publicly listed analytics and business intelligence company wants to add more
Bitcoin to its coffers which already holds approximately 92,079 BTC.
Interestingly, these BTC will be held by a newly formed subsidiary, MacroStrategy LLC.
With this announcement, the company also shared that they will be raising yet another $400 million
in a private offering to qualified institutional buyers by issuing senior secured notes due 2028.
The net proceeds from the sale of the notes will be used to acquire additional bitcoins.
The price of MSTR shares currently trading at $477.75 meanwhile is still down about 64% from its
all-time high above $1,314, set in early February.
Read more...
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Apple Reveals New Encryption and Privacy Features for iPhone, Mac

This fall’s iOS 15 and macOS Monterey upgrades boost web privacy for Apple device users, especially iCloud subscribers.
Apple will add several new privacy and encryption features to its devices with software upgrades
coming this fall.
The enhancements include web traffic encryption, an email-masking feature, and web-based
FaceTime for non-Apple devices with end-to-end encryption.
Cryptocurrency users and privacy advocates alike often ding Big Tech for butting in on communications data, but Apple’s upcoming software upgrades, previewed today at the Worldwide Developers
Conference (WWDC), reinforce its increasing focus on privacy features within its apps and devices.
New encryption and privacy functionality is coming to Apple’s premium iCloud storage subscription
service, which will be rebranded iCloud+ when the features roll out this fall at no additional cost.
The features will be available through the new software upgrades: iOS 15 for iPhone, iPad OS 15 for
iPad, macOS Monterey for Mac, and watchOS 8 for Apple Watch.
Read more...
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21shares to Launch Bitcoin ETP for Institutional Investors in the UK

Switzerland-based 21shares announced it’s going to offer its crypto exchange-traded
product (ETP) to institutional investors in Britain. The platform said the aim is to provide
U.K. investors with exposure to bitcoin without the need to deal with crypto custody and
security.

New Bitcoin ETP to Be Offered on London-Based Aquis Exchange
The 21shares bitcoin ETP (ABTC) will be made available through a partnership with GHCO, a leading market maker and liquidity provider that specializes in exchange-traded funds (ETFs). It will be
listed on Aquis Exchange, a multilateral trading platform based in London and Paris. The exchange
facilitates stock trading across 15 European markets.
The ETP is engineered like an ETF and will be centrally cleared, 21shares detailed in a press release
on Monday. As ETPs trade on exchanges similarly to stocks, institutional investors in the U.K. will
be facing a regulated framework and structure to which they are already accustomed to. The Swiss
company further elaborated:
The ETP has been designed to provide institutional U.K. investors with secure and cost-effective
exposure to Bitcoin without the associated Bitcoin custody and security challenges.
Read more...
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Anonymous Targets Elon Musk for Destroying Crypto Holders' Lives, Trying
to Control Bitcoin

The decentralized group Anonymous has published a message for Elon Musk in a video where they
called the Tesla CEO “nothing more than another narcissistic rich dude who is desperate for attention.” They shed light on many things people may not know about Musk, including how he treats his
employees, harms the environment, where his fortune came from, how Tesla actually makes money,
and his attempt to centralize and control bitcoin mining.
Anonymous, a decentralized international activist and hacktivism movement, posted a video Friday
directed at Tesla CEO Elon Musk. It is unknown if the people behind this video are the same
Anonymous as the hacktivist group known for cyber attacks against several governments since
2003. The video begins with a message: “Greetings citizens of the world. This is a message from
Anonymous for Elon musk.”

Elon Musk Is ‘Nothing More Than Another Narcissistic Rich Dude Desperate
for Attention’
The video starts by explaining why Elon Musk became popular. “For the past several years you have
enjoyed one of the most favorable reputations of anyone in the billionaire class because you have
tapped into the desire that many of us have to live in a world with electric cars and space exploration,” the group described, adding:
Read more...
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China Looks To Leverage Blockchain In Economy And Governance

China is looking to leverage the potential of blockchain technology, according to a government
release. Even as it uses the nascent technology to foster its central bank digital currencies (CBDC)
program, China aims to apply blockchain in every area of its booming economy.

China Eye Blockchain Technology
In a document authored by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), the Chinese
government is eyeing the myriad benefits that blockchain technology can bring to its economy and
the running of its public services sector.
Listing out the areas it aims to use blockchain to improve the Chinese experience, MIIT said that it
would leverage the technology's capabilities to deepen integrated applications by optimizing business processes, thereby cutting costs.
It would also use blockchain to improve the country's supply chain management and lead to better
product traceability in key areas like healthcare. Blockchain will also create a multi-party data-sharing platform, while it would also be geared towards improving government services and fostering
cross-departmental data-sharing services.
Read more...
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Ethereum GAS prices fall below $1—here’s two reasons why

GAS prices fell to the lowest in months. Here's two leading factors for the drop.
According to Etherscan, Ethereum’s average gas price has dropped to under $1.
Less than one month ago, as ETH’s price rose to an all-time high, gas prices were over $50.
Read more...
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Jack Dorsey’s Square Teams Up With Blockstream for Solar-Powered
Bitcoin Mining Project

Jack Dorsey’s Square is partnering with prominent Bitcoin development company Blockstream to
create a new solar-powered BTC mining facility.
According to an announcement from Blockstream, the blockchain powerhouse is collaborating with
the payments giant in an effort to develop a scalable and sustainable Bitcoin mining process.
“Square intends to invest $5 million in the facility, with Blockstream providing infrastructure and
expertise to build and manage the project. The facility will be a proof-of-concept for a 100% renewable energy Bitcoin mine at scale, with the economics of the build-out – including operational costs
and ROI – made open to the public.
While we know that many mining operations throughout the world, including ours, already rely on
renewable energy (as it is the most cost-effective power available), we hope that the open and transparent nature of this project will become a model that other businesses can learn from. We hope to
show that a renewable mining facility in the real world is not only possible but also prove empirically
that Bitcoin accelerates the world toward a sustainable future.”
The partnership arrives at a time when conversations surrounding the environmental impact of
crypto mining continue to permeate the space.
Read more...
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$7.5 Billion Hedge Fund Sees ‘More Upside’ in Holding Bitcoin Than Gold

According to a $7.5 billion hedge fund, the price of gold will hit fresh highs in the next year, but
investors may be better off gaining exposure to bitcoin instead as there’s “more upside” in holding
the cryptocurrency.
During an interview with Bloomberg Troy Gayeski, co-chief investment officer and senior portfolio
manager at SkyBridge Capital, a hedge fund with $7.5 billion under management, said the fund will
maintain its exposure to the flagship cryptocurrency in the near future. Gayeski was quoted saying:
We’re going to stick to Bitcoin and crypto because we just think there’s more upside.
Gayeski added that while BTC is more volatile investors are “going to capture a little bit more juice”
with BTC than they would “in gold from the same phenomenon.” Investors have often compared
bitcoin to gold, with former Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers saying cryptocurrencies could
stay a feature of global markets akin to digital gold.
Investors have shown interest in funds focused on alternative cryptocurrencies including ether (ETH,
-9.32%), XRP (-9.01%) and cardano (ADA, -9.15%).
Read more...
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ROOCOIN – THE DONATION ECOSYSTEM
BASED ON CRYPTOCURRENCY!

RooCoin – A number of charities accept digital cryptocurrencies as donations in todays article we
will explore advantages of utalising cryptocurrencies for fundraising.
There is no doubt that there has been an increase in the amount of cryptocurrency investment
globally. The growth of cryptocurrency has penetrated charity fundraising events. Cryptocurrencies
are part of a crypto ecosystem; a collection of elements in which these elements interact with one
another and the environment around them to create a unique environment.
There are a growing number of crypto-charity organisations in the world that coordinate cryptocurrency-fuelled humanitarian projects. These projects promote crypto-financial technology directly
into the hands of those who need it. Some organisations depend on the generosity of a small group
of donors. In contrast, several types of care are provided by very wealthy, single crypto millionaires,
who use their wealth to help the community. There is a growing desire among investors to find new
ways to support areas where the government cannot supply aid.
The RooCoin ecosystem is designed as a crowdfunding initiative for non-governmental organisations. It is available to all contributors, large and small, who want to track the use of their charitable
contributions.
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Most Common Problems Charities Face!
The last ten years have been turbulent for not-for-profits and charities. Charitable organisations are
having a hard time due to increased demand and budget cuts. Because of this, charitable organisations are under greater pressure to innovate to maintain their long-term viability. In this article, we will
examine some of the challenges charities and non-profits face:

Too much bureaucracy makes donations slow
It is difficult for charities to grow and develop efficient services for the group they are focused on
because of red tape and lack of growth opportunities. The bureaucracy follows a regulatory framework. The result is a lack of efficiency and inadequacy of flexibility. It is often a barrier to charitable
work for charities to follow a specific set of guidelines. The complex rules of a bureaucratic system
often cause delays. Bureaucracy necessitates a great deal of paperwork because every determination must be documented. All documents must be kept in their original and draft forms. This results
in significant time wastage for charities.

Centralised decision making – The process of centralised decision making in cryptocurrency is
one in which a small number makes company decisions of people. An organisation with a centralised
management structure holds decision-making authority in the main office. Both the donors and the
funders find centralised decision-making unacceptable. The following points are discussed in detail:

Unacceptable to Donors: Centralised donations in cryptocurrency result in the trust issue, which
donors find unacceptable. Since donors don’t know where real contributions are being spent, they
aren’t satisfied with the centralised system. The centralised approach is never free of scams and
frauds.

Unacceptable to Fundraisers: A centralised donation approach is unacceptably inconvenient to
fundraisers. Fundraisers receive very little donations because of scams involved with centralised
approaches.

The recipients receive only 20% on average of donations – It is sometimes difficult to track
where the money goes, which makes accountability a challenge. There is a lot of fraud involving centralised approaches. The original receiver gets a percentage of actual donations of 20% on average.
This thing creates doubts in the donor’s mind, and all donors will not appreciate these things, which
will reduce the amount of donations to charities.

Can Cryptocurrency Investments Improve Charities?
The use of cryptocurrency can benefit a wide range of organisations, especially charities and nonprofits. It gains access to a wide audience of potential donors, allows money to flow more easily
across borders, and can make strategic use of an appreciating asset. It would be beneficial for charities if cryptocurrency donations were adopted and more money was being given to organisations
that need it most.
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Resolve the issue of trust –Transparency regarding donations is an ongoing issue that has caused
consternation for charities for years. There can be a loss of trust when funds are not transparent
about where they go. The result is a decrease in donations, which charities rely on to assist people
and remain operational. However, some non-profit organisations have made use of cryptocurrency
as a solution. Cryptocurrencies utilise the blockchain, which is a distributed ledger network that
enables you to keep track of records and transactions without requiring a central database.

Donating is more convenient – The change has profound impacts on non-profit organisations: it
makes tracing donations easier and provides insight into how cash donations are used.

Getting rid of middlemen charges – Traditionally, more transaction charges have been imposed
on transactions because of the high exchange rate and the existence of middlemen. Digital currencies facilitate fast, cheap, and efficient money transfers. In addition, it reduces the expense of middlemen by allowing donations to be made directly.
Furthermore, the money reaches its recipients almost instantly, which means that it is received at the
right time. Several well-known non-profit organisations, including Save the Children, UNICEF, and
Against Malaria Foundation, accept cryptocurrency donations.

Avoid fiat currency scams – It is simply not possible to have this level of transparency in a fiat
currency system. In contrast to this, in cryptocurrency, the transactions cannot be altered or revoked.
Documentation of each new transaction is added to participants’ ledgers when it occurs on the blockchain. Transparency is, therefore, one of the key elements.

Transaction security – Security is improving day by day for cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrency
donors will be even more assured of their contribution when deciding to donate.

Donate anonymously – You can donate anonymously, which gives more donors a chance to
donate. Anyone hesitant to donate at this time may feel more comfortable contributing with cryptocurrency.

Donations from abroad are more easily accepted – You can accept donations from all over the
world without incurring exchange fees or banking delays. Similarly, if you don’t have agencies resolving cryptocurrency circulation issues, the monies are analysed concurrently.
The world will benefit from cryptocurrency to a great extent, as it will create wealth for the poorest.
Donors using cryptocurrency systems can see exactly what their money goes towards and who it
ultimately benefits. The increased trust of the public results in increased support for charities. With
RooCoin, the ecosystem works to provide better access to cryptocurrency donors.
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WHAT IS THE ROOCOIN ECOSYSTEM?

The RooCoin ecosystem is developing so that charities can be served quickly and easily through
cryptocurrencies. The RooCoin project offers solutions to the technical constraints that currently
govern the cryptocurrency market. It is an important source of funding for our charitable endeavours.
Furthermore, as part of our community’s RooCoin ecosystem, we provide them with the necessary
tools to embrace change, realise their potential, support one another, and participate in communitydriven decision-making. The RooCoin ecosystem offers the following services to its investors:
Roocoin – Decentralised Exchange (Cross-chain Exchange)
RooSwap is a cross-chain decentralised exchange created on the Binance Smart Chain but with
Ethereum and BTC support scheduled in the future.

NFT Marketplace
RooNFT will be a P2P (peer-to-peer) marketplace to purchase and sell the in-game assets, NFT art,
and the NFT music collectables.

Wallet Application
The first passive staking NFT wallet allows you to earn tokens in return for storing your NFTs with us.

Decentralised Charity Voting
A web 3.0 app that allows members to engage with communities and people in real-time. They
make it simple to find and donate to communities and individuals.
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HOW DOES ROOCOIN SOLVE CHARITY PROBLEMS?
The conversion of aid into digital assets and the building of trust in charitable organisations have all
been made possible by cryptocurrency. Charities can now use cryptocurrency tokens to incentivise
donations, allowing donors to track the effectiveness of their contributions. The creation of RooCoin
is intended to transform charitable organisations. Here’s how RooCoin aids charitable organisations
in overcoming obstacles.
RooCoin – Decentralised voting submission and voting process for our holders – They raised
$25,000 for local charities within the first 24 hours of being in the market. The Roo website will
enable users to validate their Roo holdings to vote. Additionally, it will display the current amount in
a charity wallet. The users will also be able to access the disclosure directory to view the causes to
which the donated money was sent and why they were necessary. The temporary voting system can
be accessed from the website.
RooCoin – 100% of the funds reach the recipients – RooCoin places a premium on honesty and transparency. Whenever a user donates via the charity wallet, the transaction is recorded and inserted into
their online directory. As a result, their owners can monitor every transaction and know where their
funds are going. Moreover, it will allow anyone to see how far the community has come.
1% tax initially on trading – In the past, all token operations incurred a 1% transaction fee that was
automatically transferred into a secure charity wallet. RooCoin trading will no longer incur the 1%
transaction fee once the platforms go live. Then, transaction fees from our products will be taxed to
create charity funds.
In growing in strength, RooCoin becomes more valuable as their community decides where donations should be directed. To build and inspire a strong community, their team continuously co-creates
with their holders. Its mission is to motivate people to embrace change, optimise their potential, collaborate with their peers, and participate in community-based positive decision-making.

ROOCOIN – CONCLUSION
Charitable coins were created out of a desire to develop native currency focused on specific efforts,
such as clean drinking water. In addition to offering peace of mind, these projects use a public ledger
that enables donations to be monitored, as well as a currency specifically designed for charitable
giving. Although it was not demonstrated how well they work on a large scale or even a small one,
they are more exploratory than the other crypto-charity efforts.
The mission of RooCoin is to solve two problems. They are the very first in the charity space to create a transparent/ decentralised process that addresses issues in a prevailing charity infrastructure.
The second was to provide tools that do not currently exist in the crypto space in a singular platform,
thereby minimising the requirement to use different platforms. As a result, we appeal to a much larger
audience than most cryptocurrency projects.
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STARTER – DECENTRALIZED, MULTICHAIN
ECOSYSTEM

Investing in cryptocurrencies and fundraising on crypto launchpads is evolving at such a rapid pace
that you’ll want to read this article to get up to speed as well as learn how to get involved with the
fastest growing launchpad-turning ecosystem, Starter.
Crypto launchpads are a way for new ventures, or projects, to collect funds while also giving investors early access to token sales. Typically, this results in lower prices for tokens before they reach
the market. “Starter” (formerly known as a BSCstarter) is a community-run, decentralized platform
for raising funds in a safe, secure and cost-effective manner.
Starter believes societies will have a crucial role to play in resolving many of the world’s problems.
They believe that if societies are given the right resources, they will band together and control their
destiny. Crypto launchpads empower individuals to reach their full potential through finance. Starter
focuses on making an impact on the most exciting and innovative sectors today, using the core
values of People, Velocity, and Velour. Starter was built to be a crowdsourcing platform that raises
capital for new projects without governmental restrictions and KYC requirements but has evolved
to be so much more.
Starter offers a unique experience compared to other launchpads because it is the first communitycentered network. The systems are 100% decentralized, with no forms to be submitted or approvals
from a central party. Instead, it’s the community who determines which IDOs advance to the funding
stage through a seamless voting mechanism found on the Voting tab on their website.
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WHY DID BSCSTARTER REBRAND TO STARTER AND WHAT IS STARTER’S
FOUR-PART ECOSYSTEM?
BSCstarter has been rebranded as Starter, and it has launched a four-part ecosystem thanks to the
platform’s early success. Over 100 projects have chosen Starter as their platform of choice and that
number continues to grow every day. Some of their unique features include private sales automation
and token vesting. The launch onto the Polygon blockchain, officially taking Starter crosschain is the
basis of the rebrand, and only the beginning. You can now use this incredible ecosystem,including
the $START token, on the Polygon (formerly Matic) blockchain. So what is the 4 part ecosystem?
Let’s review.

StarterSwap.xyz: the DEX arm; their own exchange to list IDO projects directly with START token
pairs

Starter.capital: the venture arm; where they incubate and invest in projects through the Certified
START Program

Starter.xyz: the IDO arm; the decentralized fundraising launchpad
StartVesting.xyz: the token vesting arm; VEST is used to provide vesting and liquidity locking.
The new logo is clean and simple, which demonstrates how easy it is to use the Starter platform.
Some BSCstarter projects have been extremely successful, even selling out within minutes.

HOW DOES IT RELATE TO CROWDFUNDING?
Crowdfunding is a method of obtaining capital from small amounts by individuals. The goal of crowdfunding is to raise money from numerous people, so you can fund a project or venture. Starter is
an effective means of fundraising or crowdfunding because funds are raised in a decentralized way
through the community. It allows investors to check project details before making a contribution to
determine whether or not they are interested in funding, or investing in, the project, just like crowdfunding.

WHAT ARE $START TOKENS AND HOW DO YOU PURCHASE THEM?
$START is the native token for Starter. On the Starter App, BNB is used to buy tokens in an IDO and
START is used to stake and prove your eligibility to take part, for example by voting projects in or out
of funding, as you can see in the first graphic below. START can also be staked to earn BNB rewards
and as seen in the second graphic below, START are given as an Incubator Grant to projects with a
successful raise.
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A GUIDE TO PURCHASING START TOKENS FROM STARTER
Several crypto exchanges have listed START, but it cannot be purchased directly with fiat money.
You can buy it by first purchasing Bitcoin, Ethereum or USDT from one of the large exchanges and
then transferring it to the exchange that trades this coin.
A guide to purchasing START on Binance is below however if you are a US citizen, you may find it
easier to purchase START on a centralized exchange like Bidesk, instructions here.
In order to take part in an IDO, you need to hold and stake START, instructions here first and then
here for part two.

GET MAJOR CRYPTOCURRENCY
The Starter token cannot be purchased directly from a cryptocurrency exchange. Therefore, you will
need to purchase a major cryptocurrency before using it, typically Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH) or
Tether (USDT). To complete this step, you need to find a cryptocurrency exchange that accepts fiat
deposits. This guide will use Binance Exchange, since it is the largest cryptocurrency exchange that
accepts fiat deposits.
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SIGN UP FOR BINANCE CRYPTO EXCHANGE
Binance is one of the most widely-used cryptocurrency exchanges in the world. Although the company was founded in China, its headquarters are now located in Malta, a cryptocurrency-friendly island.
The Binance exchange platform is prominent for its crypto-to-crypto conversion services. You need
to open an account with Binance to buy the Starter START token. Binance will verify your KYC after
you have successfully created an account and you are ready to buy cryptocurrency with fiat money.

BUYING CRYPTO WITH FIAT MONEY
A payment form will appear once you complete the KYC process. Here, you have the option of using
your credit/debit card or a bank transfer. The credit card fee is higher, but you can purchase instantly
using a credit card. In contrast, bank transfers are less expensive, but they can also take longer.
IDeal’s instant deposits are available in some European countries, while they take longer in others.
Once you’re ready, click the ‘Trade’ button on the top left, choose the coin you wish to purchase, and
confirm the transaction. The first cryptocurrency transaction you made just went smoothly.

EXCHANGE ANOTHER CRYPTOCURRENCY FOR $START
As an altcoin, START can be traded at exchanges that support it. To exchange cryptocurrency for
Binance token, we will use PancakeSwap, as recommended on the Starter website. You can use
other big exchanges as well when START is listed there. If you want to trade on Pancake, you need
to follow these steps.
– Visit the official website of Pancake.
– Enter the amount of BNB you wish to exchange in the field required.
– Enter the START token address in the “TO” field.
– Next, you just need to submit the transaction.
Above is a simple procedure involving Binance and Pancake to buy the START token. Thanks to the
Starter community, if a new user faces difficulty, they should head to the Telegram chat for assistance. The community will work with you to attempt to resolve any issues so rest assured, they got
your back!

STARTER’S ADVANTAGES FOR INVESTORS
Previously, there were many risks associated with decentralized offerings, as new currencies were
popping up each day, confusing people about which were worthy and legitimate. To prevent fraud
and scams, Starter has come out with a new approach in which the community can make decisions
for the project’s advancement. As a result of its decentralized fundraising approach, the group
helped many developers. Starter offers a chance for people to invest in creativity and innovation.
Why should I become a START holder? Starter START holders enjoy the following benefits:
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PARTICIPATION IN IDO OR POOL PRESALES
A minimum of 50 START tokens are required to access Starter in the standard tier, ensuring access
to all IDOs that have been approved. If an investor buys 500 tokens, they will be promoted to the
gold tier. The gold tier investor receives exclusive Guaranteed Allocation upon presale within two
hours.
As long as the soft cap is not reached before the closing time of the event, investors will be able
to claim their BNB back. It is as simple as clicking on the claim token button to get their BNB back.

INVESTORS HAVE VOTING RIGHTS
An investor in the Starter community has the right to vote if he or she owns at least 100 START
tokens. They can vote yes or no, which means they have complete control over accepting or rejecting projects.

BNB EARNING OPPORTUNITIES AND SPECIAL DISCOUNTS IN IDO
Starter investors with at least 1,250 tokens can benefit from the fee redistribution under Starter
where they are receiving 0.5% in redistribution fees. Additionally, these investors receive a 10%
discount on all presales.

PARTNER OF THE VIP CLUB
The investor with at least 2,500 START tokens in their account for a continuous 21+ days can benefit
from the Starter VIP CLUB. The VIP CLUB offers many benefits to its members, including access to
special allocations. At the VIP CLUB, members have access to exclusive IDO token airdrops and
private groups. Additionally, a member can maintain this membership by adding at least 1% START
to their account in the last month.

FUTURE BENEFITS FOR INVESTORS
For START holders, the above features are just the beginning. The Starter team is working on longterm plans, some of which will be announced very soon. The long-term plans allow for increased
benefits to communities and investors. (hint, get in now)
A thorough audit of all projects by the community is what leads to their approval. It is therefore
unlikely that any information will be missed and investors can feel safer with their cyrpto investments
on this platform. Additionally, all investors in the Starter community have equal opportunities to work
on and refine the approach.
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STARTER’S ADVANTAGES FOR DEVELOPERS
Traditionally, entrepreneurs receive small investments after completing an incubation program. In
addition, lead investors and their networks will offer them further opportunities if they follow through.
Over the last few decades, market manipulation and service fees have enriched many financial institutions. Consequently, the average investor feels excluded from their financial structure.
The Starter platform is the first and only decentralized fundraising platform that allows community members to vote for projects before they’re approved to raise money through the platform.
Interested parties need only submit a proposal so the community can consider it. On Starter, the
amount of votes a project receives determines whether or not it passes on to an IDO. Each phase
of the process, from voting to launching, is an automated function of the platform that relies on community involvement. Starter offers the following benefits to developers:
– To ensure the quality of the projects submitted to the platform, the Starter community conducts
due diligence.
– Starter gives developers the chance to share their project ideas with the community through the
platform.
– The Starter community automatically approves projects for an incubator grant of 100 START,
assigned upon listing on PancakeSwap.
– Starter allows grantees to give more than 100 tokens to the project once a month to complete the
promising progress.
– This is a decentralized fundraising strategy that enables developers to raise funds efficiently with
the community’s help. It’s a place for serious developers to get serious results.

CONCLUSION
In short, crypto launchpads allow startups to raise funds while giving investors early access to token
sales and new, innovative projects. A lower price is usually offered on the tokens before they are
offered on the market, which is an enticing entry point for the savvy investor who has done their own
due diligence for a project that has already passed through a rock solidy community looking out for
their own (and therefore your) best interest.
Cryptocurrency may very well be crucial for the future of finance. As a result of blockchain technology, traditional financial systems could be disrupted because they rely on trusted third parties to
search, verify and approve transactions. The use of cryptocurrency as a viable financial system is
beginning to gain recognition and acceptance as technology advances and barriers to entry get
smaller. If the traditional financial system is replaced with cryptocurrency in the future, you’ll want
to be prepared. You can join the Starter community on telegram to stay in tune, get involved, ask
questions, and more importantly, get answers. We’ll see you over there!
t.me/StarterXyz
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GAUGECASH – THE WORLD’S FIRST
DECENTRALIZED MONETARY SYSTEM

The decentralized monetary system is probably the biggest incident in the world of financial technology and monetary policy. The ownership of any wealth is transferred without the involvement of a
third party using a bank-free method. Decentralized finance, mostly known as DeFi, is an umbrella
term for a wide range of projects and applications in the blockchain world that opt to eliminate traditional finance theory.
DeFi is referred to as a financial application built on typically using smart contracts. These contracts
are automatically enforced agreements that do not require any intermediaries to execute and
can be accessed by anyone with a stable internet connection. Most of the decentralized finance
applications found today are based on the Ethereum network. However, many alternative public
networks are quickly emerging that offer more flexible security, scalability, superior speed, and
cost-effectiveness.

WHAT IS GAUGECASH?
Gaugecash is considered the world’s first decentralized monetary system, capable of competing
with the USD/EUR markets. In contrast to most stable coins, the price and value of Gaugecash are
based on decentralized financial systems rather than the US dollar. This solves the centralisation risk
that the US dollar pegs represent. It caters to incentivisesophisticated cryptocurrency investments
for the long run. Also, it has a vast impact on the decentralized monetary system and blockchain
data technologies, and is deeply rooted in modern monetary policy.
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Gaugecash has two tokens that are the GAUGECASH (GAU) and GAUGEFIELD (GAUF). Gaugecash
is an index of the world currencies and is more stable than any single fiat currency, including the
major fiat currencies globally, USD, GBP, and EUR. On the other hand, GAUGEFIELD (GAUF) is the
liquidity token that will back up the GAU.
Gaugecash looks to empower users to make stable payments on-chain or store value while hedging against the volatility risks of any single fiat currency. Its backup and price index mitigate centralisation risks. It was specially designed for users looking for alternatives to current prominent
fiat pegged stable cryptocurrencies. The Gaugecash index system was designed using some math
formulas, and it is going to keep the price of Gaugecash as stable as possible.
Due to a dependence on traditional money for backup, some cryptocurrencies do not exhibit stable
prices. In contrast, centralisation risks are mitigated by Gaugecash’s price index and backup. These
are designed to look for possible alternatives to current notable fiat-pegged stable cryptocurrency
investments. Considering that it is decentralized and aims at stabilising wealth, it could be an effective means of sustaining wealth.

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES OF THE TRADITIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM?
Typically, traditional financial institutions include banks and credit unions, which are regulated financial institutions. These institutions offer a wide range of loan, deposit, and investment products to
individual and business clients. Others provide services and products tailored to specific types of
customers. The government is entrusted with dictating economic policy based on the trust society
places in it. Ideally, the traditional monetary system acts as a tool to develop monetary policies that
reflect the complexities behind an economy to the best of its ability. However, these traditional
monetary institutions face serious challenges during policy and decision-making. The traditional
monetary system will be examined here in some detail.

OUTDATED TECHNOLOGIES AND CORRUPTION
Traditional monetary systems face the greatest challenge of corruption. Individuals who manage
financial institutions can easily exploit the system. If corrupt or irresponsible individuals are in
charge, they can enact policies that make them rich. Moreover, the central government’s policy is
derived from economic data that does not reflect real-time economic activity. As a result, policies
are ineffective since outdated data is used to make decisions. It may take a long time for some decisions to have an impact on the economy. The authorities and society are using outdated technology,
which is responsible for this delay in data collection.

INEQUALITY
There are huge gaps of inequality in the traditional monetary system, with the rich getting richer. Almost
all of the paper money in circulation comes from banks, and they are the primary agents for lending. To
repay these loans, you have to pay interest; this interest transfers money from the bottom 90 percent
to the top 10 percent. Additionally, inflated prices and financial instability contribute to society’s wide
inequality gap.
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FINANCIAL CRISIS AND RECESSIONS
The government prints fiat currency, so they can decide to print more than we need. As a result, a
currency may devalue, and recessions may occur. The excessive interest rate on loans can lead to
an economic downturn. The government has historically inflicted interest rate increases to protect
the value of its currency.

DEBT
Traditional monetary systems trap us under mountains of debt and mortgages. Banking is the only
source of money for the economy, so getting extra cash is only possible by borrowing money from
banks. Borrowing money from a bank creates new money, giving the impression that the economy
is doing well, but this is not the case. Due to rising debts, the amount of money goes up, leading to
problems such as maintaining the value and avoiding economic meltdowns. Traditional monetary
systems are not transparent, since nobody is aware when borrowing increases.

PRICES
The main argument in favor of high housing prices is that there are not enough houses for everyone.
Over the years, prices have doubled, and traditional monetary systems are unable to regulate them.
In recent years, the prices of houses have risen faster than wages.

WHY DOES GAUGECASH USE A DECENTRALIZED MONETARY SYSTEM?
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Decentralized finance is an emerging industry that promises to better what the traditional financial
institution has to offer. The need for a transparent, open, and secure financial system is the key
driver behind a decentralized monetary system. Decentralized finance is based on blockchain technology, and it can outride traditional finance because it is a financial tool outside of government
regulation and control. The creation of a decentralized financial institution by individuals has put
governments worldwide into panic, and they are trying their best to regulate the new technology.
Gaugecash uses a decentralized monetary policy because that is the only way it can become a
stable coin without the influence or regulation from the government. The Gaugecash index system
is going to be used to break the fiat pegged cryptocurrency cycle.

GAUGECASH BRINGS TWO INNOVATIONS IN FINANCIAL HISTORY!
Gaugecash is the first decentralized monetary system, and it brings revolutionized changes in monetary policies through blockchain data and decentralized finance. Notably, there are two innovations
that Gaugecash brings in financial history. They are discussed below:

INNOVATION OF GAUGECASH INDEX
Gaugecash is the first innovation; the Index System will determine the price of GAU. The index does
not pertain to any central bank, and it will have an enormous advantage for regulation purposes and
decentralization. Gaugecash is going to be more expensive than any other currency against the US
dollar. This will give it a positive purchase power effect. The current types of cryptocurrency investments are often backed by the price of a dollar, which brings in the question of decentralization.
Facebook’s Diem project is a typical example of a crypto that will solely hold its value regarding the
price of the dollar. Gaugecash is an independent coin that will operate on its own without interference from any individual or government. It is the first stable coin that will operate on decentralized
monetary policies.

BACKED BY BLOCKCHAIN
Gaugecash will be backed by the blockchain class in itself, taking advantage of its economic scarcity properly. Gaugecash was created based on an index coming from the final market making of
the forex market to solve the problem of volatility and wealth preservation on the peer-to-peer cash
system. Using a decentralized format, GAU does not belong to any central bank, and it will inherit
the entire monetary policy. It will also be more stable than any other pair of currencies in the world,
including silver and gold. The Gaugecash mechanism will be simple going forward to maximise
blockchain data’s advantages. DeFi cryptocurrency investors can track the liquidity and value of the
development process using the model.
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WHAT IS CHAINLINK?
The Chainlink protocol provides smart contracts with reliable and tamper-proof inputs and outputs.
Chainlink is a medium to power universally-connected smart contracts securely, and it is the most
widely used medium and vastly recognised in the whole world. Chainlink enables developers to
connect any blockchain data with high-quality sources from other blockchains, including real-world
data. The new contracting model relies on a global network of thousands of people to manage the
contracting.

WHY IS GAUGECASH INTEGRATED WITH CHAINLINK?
With its integration with Chainlink, Gaugecash has access to a decentralized price feed for GAU/
USD. As a market leader in Oracle networks, Chainlink will provide Gaugecash with the plug-andplay Oracle solution that currently secures billions of US dollars across the DeFi ecosystem. Chainlink
provides the GAU/USD price feed, which ensures that the Gaugecash Index is quoted against the
US dollar at the current fair market value and is free of any kind of corruption. As Gaugecash’s new
Oracle, Chainlink will contribute significantly to its design in integrating off-chain currency market
data into blockchain ecosystems.
The reason Gaugecash chose Chainlink was based on its superior technologies, security, and market dominance. Chainlink will significantly increase the value of Gaugecash, and they are as follows.
The values include:
– Chainlink Oracles include credentials management functionality, which allows them to access
premium password-protected forex data used to build gauge indexes.
– The Chainlink smart contract is decentralized, eliminating the threat of Sybil-resistant nodes disrupting or manipulating the data.
– Chainlink lets users verify that they are getting fair market rates using transparent visualisations of
Oracle’s network performance.
Chainlink is the most popular and secure way to connect smart contracts. The Chainlink service
enables developers to connect to any blockchain with quality data sources from other blockchains
and the real world. The project is managed by a global community of hundreds of thousands of
people. Chainlink is creating a fairer model for contracts. Currently, its network secures billions of
dollars for smart contracts in the decentralized finance, insurance, and gaming ecosystems.
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WHAT IS CHAINLINK?
The Chainlink protocol provides smart contracts with reliable and tamper-proof inputs and outputs.
Chainlink is a medium to power universally-connected smart contracts securely, and it is the most
widely used medium and vastly recognised in the whole world. Chainlink enables developers to
connect any blockchain data with high-quality sources from other blockchains, including real-world
data. The new contracting model relies on a global network of thousands of people to manage the
contracting.
The Gaugecash project is a new decentralized monetary system that will enable users to make stable payments and store value on-chain to combat the volatility risks of a single fiat currency. On the
other hand, Chainlink’s Oracle infrastructure will enable its clients to receive fair market exchange
rates for pricing their goods and services worldwide.

CONCLUSION
There have been several non-domestic currency debt crises, resulting in the loss of wealth and
money for millions. Crypto-space couldn’t solve the problems of decentralization and the long-term
stability of currencies. Gaugecash is the first decentralized monetary system that is available worldwide. Gaugecash Index is derived from the final market making of the forex market, and its value
is supported by blockchain data, as well as the economic scarcity property. In a decentralized and
immutable manner, it creates a self-reinforcing economic system that would provide extraordinary
value for the consumers. For the first time in our history, it will be possible to compete in the largest
financial market in the world with a perfect decentralized monetary solution. This makes it a highly
profitable venture for cryptocurrency investors worldwide.
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